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 ≒ 

1- ∨ ラヲルゅボャや るヨヌルぺ ユヌバヨャ るΒジΒもゲャや りギハゅボャや ヶワ ゅョ ∩ マΑぺケ ヴプ 
 
- .ヮわルやキま ろらんゎ ラぺ ヴャま ¬ヵゲよ ゾガゼャや 

2- ∨ ラヲルゅホ ラヱギよ ノヨわイヨャや ラヲムΑ ラぺ リムヨΑ ブΒミ ∩ マΑぺケ ヴプ 

- ∨ ラヲルゅホ Κよ るャヱキ ヴプ ろゼハ やクま ゐギエΑ ラぺ リムヨΑ ヵグャや ゅョ 
 

-.ヴッヲプ ポゅレワ ラヲムΒシ        -  ¬ヶシ モムゼよ サゅレャや フゲダわΒシ 
                                   ≫-∨ ノヨわイヨャや ヴプ るヨヰョ リΒルやヲボャや ラヲムゎ やクゅヨャ 

                                -∨ リΒルやヲボャや リョ るハヲヨイョ ラヲムΑ ラぺ ノヨわイョ ヵΕ ヵケヱゲツャや リョ ラヲムΑ やクゅヨャ 
                                     

 
        -.ノヨわイヨヤャ るャキゅハ ヱ るレョへ りゅΒェ リヨツゎ ゅヰルΕ   -ホヲル ラぺ ノΒトわジル.ユもやゲイャや ブ  - .ノヨわイヨャや ヶヨエゎ 

                  
                                      √-ろΑヲムャや ヴプ るΒもゅツボャや るトヤジャや ブタヱや 

 
- -ゥヲッヲよ るプゲバョ るΒもゅツホ るトヤシ   -  るΒレΑギャや ヱ ∩ るΑゲムジバャや ∩ るΑケヲヘャや ユミゅエヨャや ヴワ 

∽- ∨ ろΑヲムャや ヴプ リΒルやヲボャや ュゅヌル ヴヤハ るΒョΚシΗや ユΒボャや ゲをぽゎ ブΒミ 
-ツゎ. メキゅハ ヱ リョへ ノヨわイョ リヨ   - .ュΚシΗや ユΒャゅバゎ リョ クヲカほョ ラヲルゅボャや 

∝- ∨るΑギΒヤボわャや ユもやゲイャや リョ ゅヰヤェ ヴプ ょバタぺ ) るΒルヱゲわムΒャΗや ユもやゲイャや ( ゲゎヲΒらヨムャや ユもやゲィ ラヲムゎ やクゅヨャ 

-サヲヨヤョ ¬ヶセ ゲョギΑ ユャ 
- ギΑやゴゎ ヴプ ろルゲわルΙや ラヲョギガわジΑ リΑグャや サゅレャや キギハ 

- リΒΒもゲョ ゲΒビ やヲルヲムΑ ラヲョゲイヨャや 

∵-や ヂバよ ゲミクやりギΑギイャや ユもやゲイャ ゲゎヲΒらヨムャや ュやギガわシゅよ ろルゲわルΙや ヶョゲイョ ゅヰよ ュヲボΑ ラぺ リムヨΑ ヶわャや 
- . れゅシヱゲΒヘャや メゅシケみよ ラヲョヲボΑ       -ノプキ ラヱギよ ノもゅツよ ラヲらヤトΑ 
-  ユヰゎゅよゅジエャ メやヲョΕや ラヲヤボレΑ 

∫- ∨ ろルゲわルΙや ユもやゲィ ょレイゎ ヴプ ろルゲわルΙや ヶョギガわジョ りギハゅジョ ゅヰレムヨΑ ヶわャや ベゲトャや ヂバよ ゥゲわホや 

-れやキゅツョ ュギガわジル ラぺ ょイΑ .りゲわヤヘャや アョやゲよ ヱ れゅシヱゲΒヘャや 
- るΒダガセ れゅョヲヤバョ ヵぺ ノプゲル ラぺ ょイΑ Ι 

∬-∨ ヶルヲルゅボャや ュゅヌレャや ヴヤハ ゅΒらヤシ ユミゅエヨャや ゅΑゅツホ りキゅΑコ れゲをぺ ブΒミ 

ろホヲヤャ るバΒツョ ヱ ヮヘヤムョ 
≒≡-∨ やクゅヨャ ∩ ヮヰプゅわャや ゅΑゅツボヤャ ヵギΑぽョ サゅレャや ヂバよ 

- .ギΒイャや ノヨわイヨャや るヨシ ログワ    - . モヨバゎ ユミゅエヨャや ラぺ ゲヰヌゎ ヴわェ 

≒≒- ろルぺ モワ ゥゲセや ∨ ノヨわイヨャや ヴプ ュヲヤャや るプゅボを ケゅゼわルや ギッ ュぺ ノョ 

ヮもゅトカぺ リハ メヲゃジョ ラヲムΑ ラぺ ょイΑ ゾガセ モミ .. ギッ ゅルぺ 

       First period            12th  Form             (2018- 2019) 
    ********************************************************************************************* 

 

Unit 1    " The law "                 Lesson  1 - 2  
 
 

 

 

1- What do you think is the basic principle of most systems of law ? 

 -A person is innocent until proven guilty . 

2- In your opinion, how would the society be like without laws ?              ( 1st period 2013 ) 

  - What would happen if you lived in a country with no laws?          ( 1st period -2018 ) 

 - people would behave badly     - there would be chaos 

3- Why are laws important in a society?                                            (1st2014- 2015) 

-Why is it necessary for any society to have a code of law?               ( 1st period 2016 ) 

- They protect the society        - We can stop crimes          -They ensure a safe and just society 
 

 

4-Kuwait has a well –structured and clearly –defined judiciary( types of courts ).Give examples 

 - Describe the judiciary of Kuwait in two points :                ( 1st period 2013 ) 

 - They’re  summary, military, religious courts    /  - It is a clearly –defined judiciary 

5- How do Islamic values influence the system of laws in Kuwait ? ( 1st period 2010-2011) 
 

-the law is drawn from Islam teachings   - It ensures a safe and just society 

 

Unit 1    Workbook     Lesson   
 

6- Why are computer crimes more difficult to solve than traditional crimes? (1stperiod 2013- 2015) 

                      

   - Why do you think it is difficult to track techno-criminals?       ( 1st period 2016 - 2017 ) 

-the criminals are invisible    - nothing is physically damaged 

-the number of people who use the internet is growing. 
 

 
 

7-Mention some new crimes that can be done by techno-criminals by using a computer. 
 

-They order goods without paying.   - They send viruses       

- They move money to their accounts                ( 1st period 2013 ) 
 

8-Suggest a way that can help the Internet users avoid techno-crimes ? 

- We should use anti-viruses and filtering programs .             ( 1st period 2016 ) 

- We shouldn't upload any confidential information. 
 

Unit 1         Lesson  7-8 
  

9- How do the increase of court cases have a negative effect on the legal system ?            
                                            (1st period 2011 )    
   -What are the main arguments raised against the increase in court cases?  (2013 -2014 ) 

 - They’re costly and loss of time    - They clog up the courts  
 

10-Some people are in favour of ( supporters of / for) petty grievances . Why?    

- it’s to show the courts are working       -it’s a feature of a good society  
 
 
 

11- Are you for or against the spread of the culture of blame in our society? Justify. 
 
 - I'm against   /   - Everyone should be responsible for their own mistakes.   (2nd period 2013- 2015) 

 



 ≪ 

1-  ゆゅらシΕや ゲミクや .. るΒらレィぺ メヱギャ ラヱゲィゅヰΑ ヱ ユヰゎヲΒよ ラヲミゲわΑ ユャゅバャや メヲェ サゅレャや リョ ゲΒんムャや 

- . ゐケやヲミ リョ ラヲよゲヰΑ    - モツプぺ りゅΒェ リハ ラヲんエらΑ  
-  ラヲバΒトわジΑ. ヮレョへ りゅΒェ やヲゼΒバΑ ラぺ   - メゅヨャや ょジミ ラヲバΒトわジΑ 

≪- ∨ ユヰゎヲΒよ ヴプ ¬ゅボらヤャ サゅレャや りギハゅジョ ヱ りゲイヰャや るヤムゼョ モエャ ゅワグカぺ ユわΑ ラぺ ょイΑ ヶわャや ゲΒΑゅバヨャや ヶワ ゅョ 

- .るΒゼΒバヨャや ユヰャやヲェぺ やヲレジエΑ ラぺ ょイΑ  -  りギΒィ ブもゅドヱ るョヲムエャや ゲプヲゎ ラぺ ょイΑ 

≫- Αゲィゅヰヨャや メゅヨバヤャ ギΒィ リヅヱ ろΑヲムャや れキヱコ ブΒミ ∩ マΑぺゲよ∨ りゲヰヨャや リ 

- .モツプぺ りゅΒェ ラヲゼΒバΑ    . ギΒィ モヨハ キゅイΑま ラヲバΒトわジΑ 

√- ∨ サゅレャや リΒよ れゅハやゲダャや | るΒヤワΕや ゆヱゲエヤャ るゃΒジャや アもゅわレャや ヶワ ゅョ 

- . サゅレャや リョ ゲΒんムャや モわボゎ      - . ンゲボャや ヱ れヲΒらャや ゲョギゎ 
 
 

∽- ∨ れゅルやヲΒエャや ゲィゅヰゎ やクゅヨャ 
- . ユヰャゅヘヅぺ るΒよゲわャ    

o س .¬フギャや ヱ ュゅバトャや やヱギイΒャ 
o ∝- ヴワ ゅョ ∨ れゅルやヲΒエャや ヱ サゅレャや りゲイワ リΒよ るミゲわゼヨャや モョやヲバャや 

 
- . ゐケやヲムャや リョ ラヲよゲヰΑ   - .⇔ゅレョぺ ゲんミぺ ラゅムョ キゅイΑま ラヲバΒトわジΑ 

 
∵- ∨ りゲイヰャや ¬ゅレをぺ ゅヰボΑゲヅ れゅルやヲΒエャや フゲバゎ ブΒミ 
 
 
 

- . るΒヤカやキ るヤタヲよ ユヰΑギャ      - . ュヲイレャや ヱ ザヨゼャや ラヲョギガわジΑ 

∫- . ゆヲΒハ ヱ れやゴΒヨョ りゲイヰヤャ 

-  りゲイヰャや ギッ ュぺ ノョ ろルぺ モワ∨ ンゲカΕ るャヱキ リョ 

- ∨ るΒらレィΕや るャヱギャや ヴプ ゲィゅヰヨャや ゅヰヰィやヲΑ ヶわャや モミゅゼヨャや ヶワ ゅョ 

れやゴΒヨヨャや - .モツプぺ りゅΒェ キゅイΑま ラヲバΒトわジΑ    -  りギΒィ ブもゅドヱ キゅイΑま ラヲバΒトわジΑ 

ゆヲΒバャや -  るΒルゅを るィケキ ラヲレヅやヲョ ラヲエらダΑ - リヅヲヤャ リΒレエャゅよ ラヱゲバゼΑ 

Unit 2       " Migration "      Lesson  1-2 
 

    

1-Many people all over the world leave their homes and migrate to live in a foreign (other)country.     

   Explain ( the reasons ).                                            ( 1st period 2014 – 17 - 2018 ) 
 

- They can find a better life      - They can escape a disaster  

- They can earn more money     - They can live a peaceful life 
 

 

2- What measures should be taken to solve the problem of migration and help people to   

     stay in their home countries?          (1stperiod 2014- 2015)
  

- The government should offer good jobs      - They should improve their life conditions 
 
 

 

3- In your opinion, How has Kuwait provided a good home for the migrant skilled workers? 
  

- They can find a good work              - They can live a better life       
 

 

4- What terrible consequences (effects ) do civil wars / conflicts have on people? 
  

-They destroy homes and villages  -They kill and injure many people      (1st period 2013) 

 
Unit 2    Workbook      Lesson  

 

 

5-Why do you think animals usually migrate ? 

  

- They can find food and warmth     - They can raise their young  
 

 

6- What are the common factors between people’s migration and animal’s migration?   (2013-2014 ) 
 

- Both of them can find a better and peaceful life        - They can escape disasters  
[[[ 

 

7- How do animals know where to go when they migrate ?                         ( 1st period 2010-2011 ) 
  

-they use the sun and the stars      - they have an inborn compass 

 

 

Unit 2               Lesson 7-8 
 

 

 

8- Migration (Moving to a foreign country) has many advantages and some disadvantages. Explain. 
  

 - Are you for or against migrating from one country to another? Justify your answers.    
 

    - What are the problems a migrant faces in a foreign country?        (1stperiod 2011- 2015/16) 
 

                                                               
  

advantages       (for)     -They can find good jobs 

  

- They can find a better life 

disadvantages  (against) - They feel homesick 

 

-They become a second hand citizen 

 
 



 ≫ 

1- ∨ るΒルゅジルΗや ユΒボャや るΒヨワぺ ヶワ ゅョ 

- りやヱゅジヨャゅよ サゅレャや ノわヨわゎ- .チケΕや ヴプ ュΚジャや ゲゼル 

≪- ∨ ュΚシΗや ヴプ るΒルゅジルΗや ユΒボャや ユワぺ ヶワ ゅョ 
- .ュやゲわェΙや ヱ るΑゲエャや   - .ブヅゅバわャや ヱ るボヘゼャや 

-  ラヱゅバわャや ヱ ウョゅジわャや 
≫- ∨ Ιゅェ ゅレョ ぺヲシぺ ユワ リョ ロゅイゎ るボヘゼャや ゲヰヌル ブΒミ 
 
 

- ザよΚヨャや ヱ∩ュゅバトャや∩ メゅヨャゅよ ネゲらわル 
- -.¬やゲボヘヤャ れゅΒヘゼわジヨャや ヱ サケやギヨャや ヶレらル ラぺ ょイΑ 

√- ワ ゅョ∨ るΑゲエヤャ ヶボΒボエャや ヴレバヨャや ヲ 

- . ユヰホヲボェ ヱ サゅレャや れゅΑゲェ ¬やグΑま ラヱギよ ロギΑゲル ゅョ モバヘル ラぺ ヶワ るΑゲエャや 

∽- ∨ サゅレャや ギハゅジゎ ブΒミ .. るΒハヲトゎ るΒルゅジルま れゅΒバヨィ ヶワ ヶわΑヲムャや ゲヨェΕや メΚヰャや るΒバヨィ 

- .ギもやギゼャや ヴプ サゅレャや ヶヨエゎ 
- るタゅガャや ユヰゎゅィゅΒわェゅよ ユワキヱゴゎ 

∵- ヲボエわヤΑ ラぺ ゆゅらゼヤャ ユヰヨャや リョ ラヲムΑ やクゅヨャ ∨るΒハヲトわャや れゅΒバヨイャゅよ や 

- .ギもやギゼャや ヴプ サゅレャや りギハゅジョ やヲバΒトわジΑ  - . ノヨわイヨャや ヴプ メゅバプ ケヱキ やヲらバヤΑ 

∫-  るΒわΑヲムャや ゲヨェΕや メΚヰャや るΒバヨィ ヶハヲトわョ ノΒトわジΑ ブΒミ∨ ろΑヲムャや ァケゅカ ヱ モカやキ リΒィゅわエヨャや りギハゅジョ 

Unit 3                  " human values " 
 

 

Unit 3                   Lesson 1-2 
 

1- Why do you think "Human Values" are important ? 

  - What do you think is the merit / advantage of identifying universal human rights ? 

 - They keep peace on earth      - people enjoy equal rights 
 

 

2- Which human values are important in Islam ? 

-They’re compassion and empathy            - They’re freedom and respect        

- They’re tolerance and cooperation 
 

3- How can we express our compassion towards people who are worse off than ourselves? 

 - we should donate money, food and clothes for them.                ( 1st period 2013-2014 ) 

 - we should build schools and hospitals for the poor.  
 
 

4- In your opinion, what's the true meaning of freedom ?                   (1stperiod  2016) 
 

  -Freedom doesn't mean acting as one wishes all the time .Explain.  (1stperiod 2014- 2015)

 - Freedom means we can do what we like without harming others' liberty and rights. 

 
 

 

Unit 3   Workbook       Lesson  

 
 

5- The Kuwaiti Red Crescent Society is a voluntary humanitarian society. How does this   

    society help people ? (aims / goals )                                                    ( 1st period 2014 – 17 - 2018 )
  

-It protects people in hardship     -It provides their basic needs 
 

 

6-How do non-governmental organizations, like the Kuwaiti Red Crescent Society, play an    

    important role and work effectively in serving humanity?      (1stperiod 2014- 2015) 
 

- KRCS provides water and food supplies   - KRCS provides health care  
 

 

 

7- Why is it important for young people to volunteer for humanitarian societies? (1stp 2015) 
  

-They can play an active role in society  - They can help people in hardship 
 

 

 
[ 

8-How can volunteers 0f the KRCS help the needy inside and outside Kuwait?   (1stp 2016) 
 

- What kind of activities can the KRCS take part in ?                     ( 1st period 2013-2014 ) 

Inside  :   - they can provide food and aid  - they can help in awareness raising 
 

Outside:   - they can provide health care  - they can do rescue operations 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Unit 3    Focus on 
 

9-Why do you think the Foreign Diplomatic Institute was established / important in Kuwait(aims)? 
 

- Kuwait founded the Foreign Diplomatic Institute to achieve certain goals / aims. Explain (Mid-Year 2013)  
 

- It can make friendships with other countries   - It can train Kuwait diplomats
   

 

 

 

10-Mention some characteristics of a successful diplomat ( criteria for success as a diplomat) : 
  

 - Do you think you would be a good diplomat ? Why ?         ( 1st period 2013 )            (yes)  
 

 - He should have confidence and friendliness    - He should work hard.         



 √ 

1- リΒわレをや ゲミクや . ゲエダわャや ヴャま れキぺ ヶわャや ゆゅらシΕや ヂバよ ギィヲゎ 
 
- ∨ ゲエダわャや ゐギエΑ ヴわョ 
 
- . ケゅトョΕや るヤホ  ヱ  ヶシゅボャや ォゅレヨャや 
- . ケゅイセΕや ノトホ ヱ るΒルゅジルΗや メゅヨハΕや 

≪- ∨ ゲエダわャや ヴャま るΒジルゅジルΗや メゅヨハΕや れキぺ ブΒミ 

. るハやケゴャや ヴプ ラヲプゲジΑ ヱ ケゅイセΕや ラヲバトボΑ 
≫- Βらャや ヴヤハ ゲエダわャや るΒヤヨハ ゲをぽゎ ブΒミ∨ るゃ 

                           
- ∨ ゲエダわヤャ るゃΒジャや ケゅをΓや ヶワ ゅョ 

- . るゃΒらャや ゲョギゎ    - . るΑヲボャや ゥゅΑゲャや ヱ れゅよゅピャや ペもやゲェ ヴャま ヵキぽゎ 
 

- .ラヱゲィゅヰΑ リΑゲカΓや ヱ れヲヨゎ サゅレャや ヂバよ 
√- ∨ ラゅジルΘャ れゅゎゅらレャや りギもゅプ ヴワ ゅョ 

-.ュゅバトャゅよ ゅルギヨゎ - ラヲよゲムャや ギΒジミぺ ヶルゅを ゾわヨゎ 
-.るよゲわャや ヵゲんゎ - ゅルギヨゎ.¬やヱギャゅよ 

∽- ∨| ゲエダわャや ケゅをへ モヤボル ブΒミ ∩ ポゲヌル るヰィヱ リョ 

- .チケΙや るハやケコ ヴプ やヲピャゅらΑ ラぺ ょイΑ Ι - ケゅイセΕや ノトホ リハ ブホヲわル ラぺ ょイΑ 
∝- ヴプ るΑヱやゲエダャや ペヅゅレヨャや ゲΒΒピゎ ヴプ ギハゅジゎ ラぺ リムヨΑ ヶわャや ベゲトャや ヂバよ ゥゲわホや ∨ ¬やゲツカ ペヅゅレョ ヴャま ろΑヲムャや  

- .キゅヨジャや ヱ ケヱグらャゅよ リΒハケやゴヨャや ギヨル ラぺ ょイΑ     - . るんΑギェ ヵケ るヨヌルぺ ュギガわジル ラぺ リムヨΑ 

∵- ∨ ヮヨヰョ ラヲムゎ ラヱコゅョΕや れゅよゅビ やクゅヨャ 

- . れゅルやヲΒエャや ヱ れゅゎゅらレヤャ ンヱほョ     - . ユャゅバャや ォゅレョ ヴプ ユムエわゎ 

∫- ∨ るΒもやヲわシΙや れゅよゅピャや ゲョギゎ やクゅヨャ 

- .)ゅΑヲダャや メヲプ るハやケコ (リΒハケやゴヨヤャ チケΕや りキゅΑゴャ -.ょゼガャや ヱ テヘレャや モィや リョ 

∬-  ゲΒョギゎ ∩ ポゲヌル るヰィヱ リョ. ペヤハ .るゃΒらャや ヴヤハ りゲョギョ れやゲΒをほゎ ヮャ ) ゲエダわャや / ケゅイセΕや ノトホ ( ロゲΒトヨャや れゅよゅピャや 

- .リΒΒヤエヨャや サゅレャや ヴヤハ るゃΒシ れやゲΒをほゎ ゅヰャ    - . ォゅレヨャや ゲョギゎ 

≒≡- ∨ チケΕや ょミヲミ ヴプ ゲΒョギわャや リハ メヲゃジョ ラゅジルΗや ラヲムΑ ンギョ ヵΕ 

- .ゲエらャや ヱ チケΙや ヱ ¬やヲヰャや ラゅジルΙや ゐヲヤΑ - ケゅイセΙや ラゅジルΙや ノトボΑ 

     Grade 12           2018 / 2019 
 

Unit 4    the earth at risk  
   

Unit 4    Lesson 1  2 
 

1-There are some reasons / activities that have led to desertification. Mention two.    
    

 - When do you think desertification usually occurs?          ( Mid-year exam 2010-2011)  
-  They're   harsh climate    and   no rain  

- They're   human actions   and   cutting down trees        
 

2- How do human actions lead to desertification ?         ( Mid-year exam 2012 ) 

 - People cut down trees         - People overcultivate  lands         
 

3- How can desertification affect (bad results ) our environment badly ?     
 

- What are the bad effects of desertification?            ( 1st period 2018 ) 
 
      - It leads to  wildfires   and  strong winds            - It destroys the soil 

      - Some people die and others migrate to greener areas 
 

4. What benefit do  humans  get from plants?      ( Mid-year exam 2013) 

   - They take in CO2 and giving O2    - They  provide food  

-  They provide medicines       - They enrich the soil 

5-From your points of view ,how can we reduce the effects of desertification ? 
-  We should stop cutting trees    -  farmers shouldn't overcultivate their lands 

                                                              ( 1st period 2016 – 2017 ) 
   
 

 )2015 -year-Mid  (      .ones green intoareas in Kuwait  desert changethat can help to  waysSuggest  -6 
 

- We can use modern irrigation systems  - We can provide farmers with seeds and fertilizers 
 

 

Unit 4             Lesson 3        Workbook ) 
 

7- Why do you think the ( Amazon ) rainforest is important ?  ( Mid-year exam 2013 ) 
 

- The Amazon rainforest has been described as the ‘ Lungs of our planet ‘ Explain. 
 

- It controls the world's climate   - It’s a home for animals and plants  
 

8- Why are the rainforests being destroyed? 
 

- They're for oil and wood -They can make land for farmers  ( and grow Soya beans) 
 

9- From your point of view ,the destruction of rainforests ( cutting trees  / deforestation)     

      has devastating effects on the environment. Comment.               ( Mid-year exam 2010-2011) 
  

 - It destroys the climate     - It affects native people badly  
 

10-  To what extent are human beings responsible for the damage done to the planet Earth? 
   

  -  How is man the cause of many calamities / disasters / affects the environment negatively? 
 

- Man  cuts down trees      - Man pollutes the air, land and sea                 ( Mid-year exam 2013 )              
    



 ∽ 

1- クや.れゅΑゅヘレャや リョ ゾヤガわヤャ ベゲトャや ヂバよ ゲミ 
- .リプギャや ヱ ベゲエャや ∩ゲΑヱギわャや りキゅハま 

≪- . ゅワゲΑヱギゎ キゅバΑ ラぺ リムヨΑ ヶわャや るΒャゴレヨャや れゅヘヤガヨャや ネやヲルぺ ゲミクや 
 

- ∨ ゅワゲΑヱギゎ りキゅハま リムヨΑ ヶわャや るΒャゴレヨャや れゅヘヤガヨャや ゅョ 
 

. ベケヲャや ヱ マΒわシΚらャや ∩ るョゅヨボャや     - ラギバヨャや ヱ ァゅィゴャや 

≫- ョ ゲΑヱギわャや りキゅハま ろエらタぺ やクゅヨャ∨ ュヲΒャや サゅレヤャ やギィ ユヰョ ネヲッヲ 

- . ゅワケキゅダョ グヘレわジゎ チケΕや    - れゅヘヤガヨャや リョ ゾヤガわル 
-  
- .れゅΑゅヘレャや リプキ リミゅョぺ グヘレわジル    -  .ゐヲヤわャや ヴャま ヵキぽΑ れゅΑゅヘレャや ベゲェ 

√- ゥゲセや .. ウッやヱ .. ベケヲャや ゅヰレョ ヱ ∩ れゅヘヤガヨャや ゲΑヱギゎ りキゅハみよ ゲΒらムャや ろΑヲムャや ュゅヨわワや 
 

- . るΒャゴレヨャや れゅヘヤガヨャや ゲΑヱギゎ ギΒバゎ    - .ゲΑヱギゎ りキゅハま ゴミやゲョ ヶレらゎ 

∽- ∨ ゐヲヤわャや れΚムゼョ コヱゅイゎ / モΒヤボゎ / リョ ゾヤガわャや ゅレレムヨΑ ブΒミ 
 

- . ブΒヤピわャや ヱ るゃらバわャや リョ ヂヘガル     - . ゲΑヱギわャや りキゅハま ギΑゴル 

∝- ∨ ラコやヲゎ ヴプ るゃΒらャや ヴヤハ ナプゅエル ブΒミ ∩ ポゲヌル るヰィヱ リョ 
 
-∨ メヲボわシ やクゅョ ∩ゐギエわャや ノΒトわジゎ るゃΒらャや ヲャ 
 
 
 
-ΙΚジャや ヴヤハ ナプゅエル ラぺ ょイΑ チやゲボレャゅよ ロキギヰヨャや れ   - . るゃΒらャゅよ ユわヰル ラぺ ょイΑ 
 
 
 

∵- ユワゲミクや .ュゅガャや リョ りギΑギハ ネやヲルぺ リョ ベケヲャや ノ∠レダ⊥Α ラぺ リムヨΑ 
- . ょゼバャや ヱ リトボャや 
-  ょゼガャや ょャ ヱ ゲムジャや ょダホ. 

∫- ∨ ュゅΑΕや ログワ やギィ るヨヰョ ヮャほジョ ウらタぺ ベケヲャや ゲΑヱギゎ ラヲムΑ やクゅヨャ 

 

- ∨ ベやケヱΙや ゲΑヱギゎ ギもやヲプ ヶワ ゅョ 
-  ∩ マΑぺケ ヴプりキゅハΗ ブΒミ ∨ るゃΒらャや ヴヤハ ドゅヘエャや ヴプ ゅレゎギハゅジョ ゲΑヱギわャや 

-  ) ュゅガャや ( るΒャヱΕや キやヲヨャや ゲプヲゎ                  - .¬ゅヨャや ヱ るホゅトャや ゲプヲゎ 

. れゅヘヤガヨャや リョ ゾヤガわル       - . ゐヲヤわャや モヤボΑ 

Unit 5                       precious resources 
 

Unit 5    Lesson       1 / 2 
 

1.Suggest some ways to get rid of waste .  
 

- They're recycling  ,   burning   and   burying        
 
 

2. Mention the types of household waste that can be recycled. / 
 

- Which waste products are recycled in Kuwait?               (  Mid-year exam 2013 ) 
 

- They are glass and metal   - They are rubbish and plastic  /  paper 

 

3. Why do you think recycling is becoming a very important issue for many people today? 
           ( Mid-year exam 2013) 
- What makes waste management a worldwide issue?    ( 1st period 2016 – 2017 ) 

 

- We can get rid of waste      - Earth is running out of resources 
 

- burning waste leads to pollution    - We are running out of landfill sites 
 

 

 

4.  Kuwait's great interest in recycling waste, including paper is obvious. Explain. 
    

 

- It builds recycling centers   - It recycles household waste  
 

 

5. How can we get rid of / reduce / overcome the problem of waste production ?         (  Mid-year exam 2013 ) 
 

- We can increase recycling    - We can cut down on packaging  
 

 

 

6. From your point of view ,how can we keep ecology in balance? 
 

 - If the environment could speak, what do you think it would tell us?             (  Mid-year exam 2014 ) 
 

- We should care for the environment                     - We should save endangered species  
 

 

Unit 5      lesson 3  ( workbook ) 
 

7. Paper can be made from many kinds of materials. Mention them.    ( Mid-year exam 2010-2011) 
 

- They're    cotton    and   grass     

- They're    sugar cane   and    wood pulp  

 

8. Why has paper recycling become an issue of utmost importance nowadays?     ( 1st period  2018 )  
    

 - What are the benefits of recycling paper?                       ( Mid-year exam 2010-2011) 
 

 - In your opinion, how can recycling help save the environment?             ( Mid-year 2016) 
 

  -How can recycling help preserve natural resources and protect the environment?( Mid-year 2012) 
 

- It saves energy  and water     - It saves raw materials        (  Mid-year 2015 )     
  

- It reduces pollution      - We can get rid of waste              }                 



 ∝ 

1- ∨ るツホゅレわヨャや れゅヘダャや リョ ゲΒんョ テΒヤカ やギルゅらャや ラやヲΒェ ラヲムΑ ブΒミ 

- . ヮらよギャや るヤもゅバャ るヰよゅゼョ ろジΒャ やギルゅらャや れゅルやヲΒェ∨ ブΒミ . 

- . るャゴバレョ りゅΒェ ズΒバゎ      - . ヵヲわセ れゅΒよ ろΒらゎ Ι 
-  
- .るャヲイカ       -  . りキゅェ ノヨシ るシゅェ ゅヰャ 

≪- ∨ やクゅヨャ .. るΑゲらャや ヴプ チやゲボルΙゅよ りキギヰョ りケキゅレャや れゅルやヲΒエャや 
 

- ∨ ブΒミ . チやゲボルΙゅよ りキギヰヨャや れゅルやヲΒエャや ヴヤハ ギΑギヰゎ ゲらミぺ ユワ ゲゼらャや 
 

- . ゐヲヤわャや ょらジΑ ラゅジルΙや   - ヱ ユワキゅトダΑ ラゅジルΙや . ユヰゎΙΚシ ゲョギΑ 

≫-   ズホゅル .. りギΑギハ ベゲトよ チやゲボルΙゅよ りキギヰヨャや れゅルやヲΒエャや るΑゅヨェ れゅョヲムエャや ノΒトわジゎ 

 

- ∨ ユヰわΑゅヨエャ るョヲムエャや モバヘゎ ラぺ ノΒトわジゎ やクゅョ .. チやゲボルΙゅよ りキギヰョ るΑゲらャや れゅルやヲΒエャや 

- ∨  ) アプゲバャや れゅらル ( りケキゅレャや れΙΚジャや ヴヤハ ナプゅエル ラぺ リムヨΑ ブΒミ 

- . れΚヨェ モヨハ  - ヅ れゅΒヨエョ やヲレらΑ. るΒバΒら   - . ギΒダャや やヲョゲエΑ ラぺ ょイΑ 

√- ∨ ゅヰもやギハぺ リョ ゅヰジヘル れゅゎゅらレャや ヶヨエゎ ブΒミ 
 

- ∨ ゅヰもやギハぺ リョ ゅヰジヘルぺ るΑゅヨエャ ベゲヅ れゅゎゅらレャや れケヲヅ ブΒミ 
 

- . りキゅエャや ポやヲセΕや ヱ るボタΚャや マヤバャや     - . れやゲゼエャや ヱ ユジャや 

∽- トハや .. ろΑヲムャや ヴプ チやゲボルΙや ヮィやヲゎ ヶわャや れゅゎゅらレャや リョ ギェやヱ ラヲムΑ アプゲバャや れゅらル. ゆゅらシΙや ヶ 

- . るΑゲゼらャや るΒヨレわャや ヱ ゲゼらャや メゅバプぺ 

∝- ∨ やクゅヨャ .. ろΑヲムャや ヴプ やギィ ロギΒヘョ りケキゅレャや れゅゎゅらレャや るΑゅヨェ 
 

- ∨ やクゅヨャ ヱ .. りケキゅレャや れゅゎゅらレャや るΑゅヨエャ れゅヨヌレョ ヴプ モヨバゎ ラぺ ょエゎ モワ 
 

- . るバΒらトャや ヴプ ラコやヲわャや ナヘエャ     - . るバΒらトャや リョ ¬ゴィ ゅヰルま ∩ ユバル 

 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Unit  6         Under Threat  
[ 

Unit 6                   lesson 1 / 2 
   

1-How is the panda is an exciting mixture of contrasting traits? 
   

- Pandas are not similar to the other members of the bear family. How? 
  

- they do not hibernate.                 - they live a solitary life 
 

- they have acute hearing     - they are very reticent 
 

 

2. Rare animals are under the threat of extinction ( enemies / problems ) in the wild. Why? 

 

-  Humans pose the biggest threat to rare species ' survival ( pandas ) .How? 
 

-  Man hunts them  and  destroys their habitats                      - Man causes pollution. 
 

 

3.Governments can protect endangered animals and species in many ways. Discuss.  (1st p.2016 –2017 )  
 

- Rare animal species are under the threat of extinction .What can government do to protect them? 
 

- How do you think we can save rare species ( Arfaj ) ? 
 

- They should ban hunting (cutting  )them - They should build reserves          - They should run  campaigns 

 

 

Unit 6            lesson 3       ( workbook ) 
 

4. How do you think plants can protect themselves from their enemies ?        ( Mid-year exam 2013) 
   

 

- Plants have developed ways of protecting themselves from their enemies. Show how? 

 

 

- They're poison and insects            - They're sticky gum and sharp thorns  
        

 

Unit 6  Focus on  
      

5. The Arfaj is one of the plants facing potential extinction in Kuwait. Give reasons.  
 

- They are   human actions   and   human development.   

 
?Why. Kuwait in (of a great significance) usefulis very  species rotecting rareP. 6        

 

    

    - Would you like to work for an organization that protects endangered species? Why?    ( Mid-year exam 2014)  
        

    

- Yes.     - They are a part of nature          - They can keep balance in nature              

http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/images/ic/credit/640x395/g/gi/giant_panda/giant_panda_1.jpg

